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The City-State tells the story of a once united city-state known as Rom-Yieri. An ethnically and a culturally
diverse city with other satellite settlements around it, Rom-Yieri is set in the middle of an expansive desert

known as the Goldie Desert. Regrettably, though, the city-due to a dehumanizing dictatorship and its
attendant mismanagements and abuses-is divided into two separate independent city-states.Riang Yer Zuor
was born in Kuluy, a smaller village located on the western side of the main and larger summer village of

Wurieng. Both Kuluy and Wurieng are located at around more than ten miles north of the town of Jiokow and
around the same distance south of the main town of Maiwut, South Sudan. Riang holds both a Bachelors and
a Master's degree from Concordia University-Wisconsin in the state of Wisconsin, USA. He also holds a Juris
Doctor degree from the Thurgood Marshall School of Law at Texas Southern University in Houston, Texas.

Among the most famous are. Sparta was a city in Greece in which the form of the kingdom in the form of
joint authority was.

City State

in the ancient world a city and the area around it with an independent government Rome and Athens. They
have existed in many parts of the world since the dawn of history including cities such as Rome Athens

Carthage and the Italian citystates during the Middle Ages and Renaissance such as Florence Venice Genoa
and Milan. Start studying Teotihuacan citystate. The citystate was the most powerful in all of Phoenicia after
surpassing its sister state Sidon. In which Jeremy Corwin discusses what a citystate is and uses examples from

Greece Mesopotamia Rome and the Vatican. City State Entertainment is a collaborative passionate and
pugnacious game studio. Since it had democratic government which gave citizens the opportunity to excel in
any direction and they chose Athena a goddess of wisdom and warfare for a patron of the city they equally
focused on education in studies arts and science as on training to become a warrior. Boston peaked in the
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mid17th century as a powerful citystate that ruled most of New England and. Citystate culture on the Gold
Coast Fante citystates in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Ray A. The Emergence of the CityState
The reasons for the change in Greek politics represented by the gradual emergence of the citystate 1 in the

Archaic Age remain controversial. After the Greek Dark Ages Development of CityStates Dorian rule came to
an end when the Greeks banded. The term polis has therefore been translated as citystate as there was

typically only one city and. and Subsidiary is a component unit of the University and is reported as if it were
a part of the University. citystate 1 n a state consisting of a sovereign city Synonyms city state Examples
Carthage an ancient city state on the north African coast near modern Tunis founded by Phoenicians

destroyed and rebuilt by Romans razed by Arabs in 697 Type of body politic commonwealth country land
nation res publica state a politically. Vatican City State is a recognized national territory under international
law but it is the Holy See that conducts diplomatic relations on its behalf in addition to the Holy Sees own
diplomacy entering into international agreements in its regard. Third the citystate is naturally prior to the

individuals because individuals cannot perform their natural functions apart from the citystate since they are
not selfsufficient 1253a1829. Citystate definition a sovereign state consisting of an autonomous city with its
dependencies. You can stop asking questions about what will happen to energy infrastructure food water

transportation climate change pollution and population growth.
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